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the development of Intellectual Output 4 -  "Training Model" 

as part of our Erasmus+ Project "aIMS(M) - An Integrated Method to Support

Migrants"! This includes creating a training path and methodology to address labor

market needs and educational opportunities in the commerce and service sectors. 

One aspect of IO4 involves conducting hands-on workshops which

will bring together stakeholders, entrepreneurs, and job-seekers,

including migrants, to discuss and identify key digital and

technology competencies for technical positions. Concrete

solutions and work plans will be provided to equip participants

with the skills needed for today's job market. 

WORkSHOPS

GUIDELINES
In addition, we are creating an online handbook for staff and teachers, enriched with
methodologies, resources, and assessment instruments. It will help establish learning
objectives, identify training opportunities, and provide rules for managing the
instruments. 
We are excited to see the positive impact of this training model and how it will
contribute to empowering migrants and improving their employment prospects. 

We are thrilled to  announce 



We're online!
The "aIMS(M)" project is now available online! Follow
our journey, learn more, and access free materials to
support migrants in their integration into the labor
market. Click the link below to explore!

info@aimsm.eu

www.aimsm.eu

facebook.com/aimsmeu

aimsm.csciformazione.eu

Free online course

DISCAIMER: The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not constitute
an endorsement of the contents, which reflect the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot
be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

Join us in our mission to empower migrants
through our flipped-classroom blended
training model! Stay tuned for more updates
on our progress.

Don't miss out on this opportunity to make a
positive impact on the lives of migrants and
contribute to their integration into the labor
market. Join us in supporting the "aIMS(M)"
project! 


